HTH EZ2 1895K Tow Hitch Kit
For EZ-GO 1994 to present Medalist & TXT
and 1996 to present Workhorse models

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Install one washer onto each bolt supplied, and insert down through 2 holes in bag well area. See figure 1.
2. Rotate hitch mount so that the fully open end of the 2" receiver opening, is positioned to the rear.
3. Lift the hitch mount up under the rear of the cart and align with the 2 bolts.
4. Add the 2 washers and lock nuts to each bolt, then Lightly snug the nuts up.
5. Use a 3/8" drill bit to drill up through the two out side holes in the hitch mount, through the existing frame holes and up through the body and bag well mat.
6. Install the last two bolts, nuts and washers. Now tighten all hardware securely.
7. Insert the 2" square hitch mount and use the pin & clip to secure it in place.

NOTE: Hitch Ball sold separately. Requires a hitch ball with 1" stud. Heavy-duty leaf springs are recommended for appropriate rear suspension support. Use Buggies Unlimited heavy-duty leaf springs, Part Number LFS EZ2 0292HD.

CAUTION: Always remove the Hitch Mount when not in use. Hitch mount could cause injury to persons passing closely behind the cart. Backing into objects with the Hitch Mount in place will cause severe damage to that object.